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Institut Sinaran’s Chua Fui Yee - Top in Malaysia for AS-Level Law June 2015
Institut Sinaran broke its own record when Chua Fui Yee was announced as Top in Malaysia for
Law AS Level at the Cambridge International Examinations Outstanding Cambridge Learner Awards
Ceremony held on Thursday, 26th November 2015 at the Gardens International School. Although Institut
Sinaran has an excellent track record for over 28 years now and receiving Outstanding Cambridge Learner
Awards for various subjects, this is indeed the first time for the subject Law.
Chua Fui Yee was among the 61 learners who attained the highest marks in Malaysia in a subject.
The awards also celebrate the achievements of those learners that have been recognized for “High
Achievement” based on outstanding performance. The winning learners out-performed thousands of
candidates worldwide who sat for the Cambridge International AS Level Exams in June 2015. The
outstanding results are recognized by employers and universities around the world as proof of academic
excellence.
The exceptional results produced by Institut Sinaran over the years are testimony to the high
quality of education offered here. They demonstrate the dedication and commitment of the lecturers
coupled with the loving support provided by family and friends and not least, the determination and
passion of the students to succeed.
“Fui Yee has proven that hard work and discipline are the best ingredients to achieve one’s goals.
Her attributes not only gained my respect, but made me believe that she is on the right pathway to
success, as these aptitudes are essential for a Law undergraduate. She is a good role model to her fellow
course mates.” says Melissa Ting, Institut Sinaran’s dynamic Law lecturer.
When asked about her own feelings, Fui Yee has this to say “The award was really overwhelming. I
never thought I would get this but I guess the amount of time, effort and hard work put in was all worth it.
I would not have been able to achieve this without the mentoring from my law lecturer and support given
by friends and family.”
Institut Sinaran’s Top Achievers in the recent Cambridge GCE A-Level June 2015 Examinations have
been admitted to prestigious universities worldwide. Ryan Voo Jay Leong (ex Tshung Tsin) was accepted
into University of Cambridge UK to pursue Engineering; Carmen Chung Ka Vun (ex Tshung Tsin) was
accepted into Monash University Australia to do Pharmacy; Regina Goh Chin Lyn (ex St. Francis Convent)
was accepted into University of Warwick UK to major in Mathematics; Tan Jun Kai Terry (ex Kian Kok) was
accepted into Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland to pursue Medicine and Nicole Chok Pei Ying (ex All
Saints) was accepted into University of Melbourne to pursue Accounting & Finance.
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Many of Institut Sinaran’s students have realized their dreams when they gained admission into
some of the world’s most prestigious universities namely the Russell Group in UK like Cambridge and
Imperial, the Group of Eight in Australia like University of Melbourne and New South Wales, National
University of Singapore, University of Hong Kong, National Taiwan University and etc.
These students have proven that excelling on home ground is possible with the love and support of
their families. Kallpana Ghandi Dhas (ex All Saints) who scored 3A* and 1A credits her success to her family
and helpful lecturers at Institut Sinaran as well as the conducive study environment. When asked about her
secret of success, she said “I had the home advantage, so all I had to do was study; no cooking, cleaning and
etc. I am extremely happy that I got accepted into my dream university which is Newcastle UK to pursue
Medicine.”
Chong Jia Cheng (ex Lok Yuk) who scored 3A* and 1A and a recipient of the Anugerah Biasiswa
Cemerlang Negeri Sabah 2014 credits his excellent achievement to the helpful and caring lectures, his
parents and friends coupled with his efforts in doing past year papers. He has been accepted by the
University of Manchester, UK to study Medicine.
Institut Sinaran also offers the Diploma in Commerce and Taylor’s Foundation in Science
programmes. The former programme was launched in 2006 and our graduates have gained direct entry
into 2nd year of Business related degree studies in well-known universities locally and internationally. The
latter programme is in the pioneering year.
Institut Sinaran has been living up to their vision to be a leading provider of an internationally
recognized and holistic education for the past 28 years. The institute provides a conducive and safe
learning environment with well-equipped Science and Computer labs, resourceful library, comfortable and
air-conditioned lecture halls and complemented by the dedicated and experienced academic staff. All
these features contribute towards making learning at Institut Sinaran an enjoyable and rewarding
experience that any student would yearn for. It is true when students say “You can Reach Higher with
Institut Sinaran!”
Enrolment for the January 2016 intake is now open for all Institut Sinaran’s Internationally
Recognized Pre-U Programmes. For enquiries please call 012-8683545 or email to enquire@institutsinaran.edu.my. Visits to the campus at KM10, Jalan Tuaran Bypass, 88450 Kota Kinabalu are welcomed or
log onto their official website at www.institut-sianran.edu.my. Alternatively, come visit us during our Info
Day on 12th & 13th December 2015 from 11.00 am – 4.00 pm.

(L-R) Law Lecturer Ms.Melissa Ting, CEO Mr William Pan, Ms Chua Fui Yee, VPs Mr Lee Kiok What &
Mr Leong Yoke Kin and A-Level Commerce Coordinator Mdm Lily Liang
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